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ON STRUCTURAL COMPLETENESS VS ALMOST
STRUCTURAL COMPLETENESS PROBLEM:
A DISCRIMINATOR VARIETIES CASE STUDY
MIGUEL CAMPERCHOLI, MICHAŁ M. STRONKOWSKI, AND DIEGO VAGGIONE
Abstract. We study the following problem: Determine which almost struc-
turally complete quasivarieties are structurally complete. We propose a general
solution to this problem and then a solution in the semisimple case. As a con-
sequence, we obtain a characterization of structurally complete discriminator
varieties.
An interesting corollary in logic follows: Let L be a consistent propositional
logic/deductive system in the language with formulas for verum, which is a
theorem, and falsum, which is not a theorem. Assume also that L has an
adequate semantics given by a discriminator variety. Then L is structurally
complete if and only if it is maximal. All such logics/deductive systems are
almost structurally complete.
1. Introduction
A quasivarietyQ is structurally complete (SC for short) if all its admissible (true
in free algebras) quasi-identities are true in Q [1]. And Q is almost structurally
complete (ASC for short) if every its admissible quasi-identities which do not hold
in Q is passive [13, 26]. These are quasi-identities whose premises are not satisfiable
in free algebras. Both notions have their origins in the theory of deductive systems.
The SC property was introduced by Pogorzelski in [29] and the ASC property
by Dzik in [11]. From this perspective both of them serve the same purpose: to
separate deductive systems whose “proof-power” cannot be strenghtened by adding
new rules while keeping the set of theorems unchanged. Indeed, such strenghtening
cannot be obtained by adding passive rules. A detailed discussion concerning the
logical context may be found in [13].
It appeared that there are important deductive systems, like S5 modal logic
augmented by modus ponens rule and generalization rule, or Łukasiewicz n-valued
logic augmented by modus ponens rule, which are not SC merely because of the
underivability of some passive rules. Thus they are ASC. (Note that both these
examples have adequate semantics given by discriminator varieties.) One then can
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ask: are such examples rare, or maybe there are plenty of them (in whatever sense)?
This leads us to the following task.
SC vs ASC problem. Determine which ASC qausivarieties/deductive systems
are SC.
There are two, quite obvious, conditions for an ASC quasivarieties that yield SC:
minimality and that there is an idempotent element in a free algebra. A relaxation
of the second condition would be that every nontrivial algebra from the quasivariety
under consideration admits a homomorphism into a free algebra. And indeed, it was
shown in [13, Corollary 3.5.] that it yields SC for ASC quasivarieties. Still, there
are SC quasivarieties in which this condition fails, see Examples 5.10 and 5.11.
Nonetheless, our first result in this paper says that it is quite close to the right
condition. We prove that an ASC quasivariety Q is SC iff every nontrivial algebra
in Q admits a homomorphism into some elementary extension of a free algebra for
Q iff every nontrivial Q-finitely presented algebra admits a homomorphism into a
free algebra for Q (Theorem 3.2).
One could argue that the obtained condition is not applicable. On the other
hand, it is hard to expect anything better on this level of generality. This is why in
the subsequent considerations we restrict to semisimple quasivarieties. Here we can
replace a condition with homomorphisms for the disjunction of the minimality and
the existence of an idempotent element in an elementary extension of a free algebra
(Theorem 4.2). This, in particular, yields a characterization of SC discriminator
varieties (Theorem 5.5). Indeed, discriminator varieties are semisimple [8, Theorem
IV.9.4]. Moreover, Burris proved in [7, Theorem 3.1] that every discriminator vari-
ety has projective unification (see also [33]). This property is known to imply ASC
[12, Corollary 6][13, Corollary 5.1]. Discriminator varieties, introduced by Pixley
in [28], form a restrictive class from the perspective of universal algebra. On the
other hand, algebras in discriminator varieties have a well understood structure as
Boolean products of simple and trivial algebras [6, 8, 32]. (We used it to show that
minimal discriminator varieties are also minimal as quasivarieties, see Proposition
??). Moreover, discriminator varieties appear quite often in algebraic logic, see e.g.
[14, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24]. In most of these cases there are distinct constants
for verum and falsum. As a consequence, being SC is equivalent to be minimal
(Corollary 5.6).
It is worth adding that almost all (in a certain strict sense) finite algebras in a
finite language with at least one at least binary operation generate minimal dis-
criminator varieties. They are also minimal as quasivarieties and hence are SC. It
was proved by Murski˘ı in [27] (see also [2, Chapter 6]) that almost all finite algebras
with at least one at least binary operation have all their idempotent operations as
term operations (they are idemprimal). In particular, they have the discriminator
operation as a term operation and do not have proper subalgebras.
Finally note that the SC vs ASC problem was solved in [13, Proposition 8.6] for
varieties of closure algebras (equivalently for normal extensions of S4 modal logic)
and for varieties of bounded lattices [13, Proposition 7.7]. Both of these cases are
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quite different than the case of discriminator varieties. It is shown there that an
ASC variety of closure algebras is SC iff it does not contain a four-element simple
algebra iff it satisfies the McKinsey identity. Note that a nontrivial closure algebra
satisfies the McKinsey identity iff it admits a homomorphism onto a two-element
algebra (a two-element closure algebra is free in every nontrivial variety of closure
algebras). And the variety of bounded lattices is SC iff it is ASC iff it satisfies
distributivity law.
2. Preliminaries
In the paper we assume that the reader has basic knowledge in universal al-
gebra [8, 2] and model theory [10, 18]. However, we recall needed concepts from
quasivariety theory [15, 25] since it is less known.
A quasi-identity is a sentence in first order algebraic language of the form
(∀x¯) [s1(x¯) ≈ t1(x¯) ∧ · · · ∧ sn(x¯) ≈ tn(x¯)→ s(x¯) ≈ t(x¯)],
where n ∈ N. We allow n to be zero, and in such case we call the sentence an
identity. It will be convenient to have a more compact notation for quasi-identities,
and we will often write them in the form
(∀x¯) [ϕ(x¯)→ ψ(x¯)],
where ϕ is a conjunction of equations (i.e., atomic formulas) and ψ is an equation.
We call ϕ the premise and ψ the conclusion of a quasi-identity.
By the (quasi-)equational theory of a class K of algebras in the same language
we mean the set of (quasi-)identities true in K. A (quasi)variety is a class defined
by (quasi-)identities. Equivalently, a class of algebras in the same language is a
quasivariety if it is closed under taking substructures, direct products and ultra-
products. If it is additionally closed under taking homomorphic images, it is a
variety. (We tacitly assume that all considered classes contain algebras in the same
language and are closed under taking isomorphic images. Also all considered class
operators are assumed to be composed with the isomorphic image class operator.)
A (quasi)variety is trivial if it consists of one-element algebras, and is minimal if
it properly contains only the trivial (quasi)variety. We say that a (quasi)variety
Q is generated by a class K if it is the smallest (quasi)variety containing K. This
means that Q is defined by the (quasi-)equational theory of K. We denote such
(quasi)variety by V(K) (Q(K) respectively). When K = {A} we simplify the nota-
tion by writing V(A) (Q(A) respectively). Let S, P, PU, Eel be the homomorphic
image, subalgebra, direct product, ultraproduct and elementary extension class
operators.
Proposition 2.1 ([8, Theorem V.2.25][15, Corollary 2.3.4]). For a class K of alge-
bras in the same language we have Q(K) = SPPU(K). In particular, for an algebra
A we have Q(A) = SPEel(A).
LetQ be a quasivariety. A congruence α on an algebraA is called aQ-congruence
provided A/α ∈ Q. Note that A ∈ Q if and only if the equality relation on A is a
Q-congruence of A. The set ConQ(A) of all Q-congruences of A forms an algebraic
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lattice. It is a meet-subsemilattice of Con(A), the lattice of all congruences of A
[15, Corollary 1.4.11].
A nontrivial algebra S is Q-simple if ConQ(S) has exactly two elements: the
equality relation idS on S and the total relation S
2 on S. A nontrivial algebra
S ∈ Q is Q-subdirectly irreducible if the equality relation on A is completely meet
irreducible in ConQ(A). (In the case when Q is a variety we drop the prefix “Q-”.)
The importance ofQ-subdirectly irreducible algebras follows from the fact that they
determine Q. Indeed, in an algebraic lattice each element is a meet of completely
meet-irreducible elements. Thus we have the following fact.
Proposition 2.2 ([15, Theorem 3.1.1]). Every algebra in Q is isomorphic to a
subdirect product of Q-subdirectly irreducible algebras. In particular, the class of
Q-subdirectly irreducible algebras generates Q.
A quasivariety Q is semisimple if every Q-subdirectly irreducible algebra is Q-
simple. So if Q is semisimle, then it is generated by Q-simple algebras.
Let G ∈ Q andW ⊆ G. We say that G is free for Q over W , and is of rank |W |,
if G ∈ Q and it satisfies the following universal mapping property: every mapping
f : W → A, where A is a carrier of an algebra A in Q, is uniquely extendable to
a homomorphism f¯ : G → A. In our consideration the following weaker property
will be used. If G is free for Q and A ∈ Q, then there is a homomorphism from
G into A (we adopt the convention that algebras have nonempty carriers). If Q
contains a nontrivial algebra, then it has free algebras over arbitrary non-empty
sets and, in fact, they coincide with free algebras for the variety V(Q). (Note here
that V(Q) is the class of all homomorphic images of algebras from Q.) Let us
fix a denumerable set of variables V = {v0, v1, v2, . . .}. We denote a free algebra
for Q over V by F and the free algebra for Q over Vk = {v0, v1, . . . , vk−1} by
F(k). One may construct F and F(k) by forming the algebra of terms over V , or
Vk respectively, and divide it by a certain congruence. This congruence identifies
terms s(v¯), t(v¯) which determine the same term operation on every algebra from Q
(in other words, when Q |= (∀x¯)[t(x¯) ≈ s(x¯)]). We will notationally identify terms
with the elements of F that they represent.
For an algebraA and a setH ⊆ A2 there exists the leastQ-congruence θQ(H) on
A containing H . We say that an algebra is Q-finitely presented if it is isomorphic
to an algebra of the form F(k)/θQ(H) for some natural number k and some finite
set H [15, Chapter 2]. For a tuple x¯ = (x0, . . . , xk−1) of variables and a conjunction
of equations ϕ(x¯) = s1(x¯) ≈ t1(x¯) ∧ · · · ∧ sn(x¯) ≈ tn(x¯) let
Pϕ(x¯) = F(k)/θQ({(s1(v¯), t1(v¯)), . . . , (sn(v¯), tn(v¯))}),
where v¯ = (v0, . . . , vk−1). Note that every finitely presented algebra is isomorphic
to some Pϕ(x¯). In the following fact we notationally identify variables from v¯ with
their congruence classes.
Fact 2.3.
(1) A quasivariety Q satisfies a quasi-identity (∀x¯)[ϕ(x¯)→ ψ(x¯)] if and only if
Pϕ(x¯) |= ψ(v¯).
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(2) For a conjunction of equations ϕ(x¯), for every algebra A ∈ Q there exists
a homomorphism from Pϕ(x¯) into A if and only if A |= (∃x¯)ϕ(x¯).
3. General solution
Let Q be a quasivariety and F be a free algebra of denumerable rank for Q.
A quasi-identity which is true in F is called Q-admissible. For a quasi-identity
q = (∀x¯) [ϕ(x¯)→ ψ(x¯)] let
q∗ = (∀x¯) [¬ϕ(x¯)].
We say that a Q-admissible quasi-identity q is Q-passive if F |= q∗, and Q-active
otherwise. By Fact 2.3, a Q-admissible quasi-identity q is Q-active iff Pϕ(x¯) admits
a homomorphism into F, where ϕ(x¯) is the premise of q.
A quasivariety Q is structurally complete (SC) provided that every Q-admissible
quasi-identity is true in Q. In other words, if Q = Q(F). A quasivarietyQ is almost
structurally complete (ASC) provided that every Q-active quasi-identity holds in
Q.
Lemma 3.1. Let Q be an SC quasivariety. Then every nontrivial algebra B from
Q admits a homomorphism into some elementary extension G of F.
Proof. By Proposition 2.1 and the assumption that Q is SC, the algebra B belongs
to SPEel(F). This means that for each pair of two distinct elements a and b from B
there is a homomorphism h : B→ G, where G ∈ Eel(F), separating a and b. Since
B is nontrivial, there exists at least one such homomorphism. 
Theorem 3.2. Let Q be an ASC quasivariety. Then the following conditions are
equivalent
(1) Q is SC;
(2) every nontrivial algebra from Q admits a homomorphism into some ele-
mentary extension of F;
(3) every nontrivial Q-finitely presented algebra admits a homomorphism into
F.
Proof.
(1)⇒(2) It follows from Lemma 3.1.
(2)⇒(3) It follows from Fact 2.3 Point (2).
(3)⇒(1) Let q = (∀x¯)[ϕ(x¯) → ψ(x¯)] be a Q-admissible quasi-identity. We want to
show that Q |= q. Since Q is ASC, we may assume that q is Q-passive. This exactly
means that Pϕ(x¯) does not admit a homomorphism into F. Then Condition (3)
says that Pϕ(x¯) is trivial. Hence, by Fact 2.3 point (1), Q |= q (whatever ψ is). 
Corollary 3.3. If Q is an ASC quasivariety such that F has an elementary exten-
sion G with an idempotent element, then Q is SC.
4. Semisimple quasivarieties
Let us now prove a lemma which is built upon [1, Corollary 2.8].
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Lemma 4.1. Let Q be an SC quasivariety such that every elementary extension
of F does not have idempotent elements. If S is a Q-simple algebra and A is a
nontrivial algebra from Q, then S embeds into some elementary extension of A.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, the lack of idempotent elements in every elementary exten-
sion of F yields the lack of idempotent elements in every nontrivial algebra B ∈ Q.
Thus, by the Q-simplicity of S every homomorphism from S into suchB is injective.
It follows that we only need to verify the existence of any homomorphism from S
into some elementary extension of A. This will be accomplished by showing that
the set diag+(S) ∪ diagel(A) is satisfiable. Here diag+(S) is the positive diagram of
S, i.e., the set of atomic sentences which are valid in the expansion of S obtained
by adding constants corresponding to all elements of S. And diagel(A) is the ele-
mentary diagram of A, i.e., the set of first order sentences which are valid in the
analogous expansion of A [10] [18].
By the compactness theorem, it is enough to show that for every finite Σ ⊆
diag+(S) the set Σ ∪ diagel(A) is satisfiable. Let σ(x¯) be the formula obtained
from the conjunction
∧
Σ by replacing every constant which is not a constant of
S with a new variable. Then the satisfiability of Σ ∪ diagel(A) is equivalent to the
satisfiability of {σ(x¯)}∪diagel(A). The latter will be shown by the verification that
A |= (∃x¯)σ(x¯).
By Lemma 3.1, there is a homomorphism from S into some elementary extension
G of F. Since σ(x¯) is positive and S |= (∃x¯)σ(x¯), we have G |= (∃x¯)σ(x¯) and also
F |= (∃x¯)σ(x¯). By the freeness of F there also exists a homomorphism from F into
A. Thus, using once more the positivity of σ(x¯) we obtain A |= (∃x¯)σ(x¯). 
At this point we are able to characterize SC quasivarieties among semisimple
ASC quasivarieties.
Theorem 4.2. Let Q be an ASC semisimple quasivariety. Then Q is SC if and
only if there exists an elementary extension of F with an idempotent element or Q
is minimal.
Proof. If there exists an elementary extension of F with an idempotent element,
Corollary 3.3 implies that Q is SC. If Q is minimal, then it has exactly two sub-
quasivarieties: the trivial one and itself. One of them is Q(F) and it cannot be the
trivial one since F is nontrivial. Hence then Q is also SC.
For the converse implication assume that Q is an SC quasivariety such that every
elementary extension of F does not have any idempotent element. By Lemma 4.1,
every Q-simple algebra embeds into some elementary extension of F. In particular,
all of them belong to Q(F). Thus, by the semisimplicity, Proposition 2.2 yields that
Q = Q(F) and Q is SC. 
When an additional finiteness condition is imposed the formulation of Theorem
4.2 may be simplified. Note however that Example 5.10 shows that such simplifi-
cation is not possible in general.
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Corollary 4.3. Let Q be an ASC semisimple quasivariety. Assume that either the
language of Q is finite or F has a subalgebra A with the finite carrier A. Then Q
is SC if and only if F has an idempotent element or Q is minimal.
Proof. By Theorem 4.2, it is enough to show that if there exists an elementary
extension G of F with an idempotent element, then F also has an idempotent
element.
Assume first that the language ofQ is finite. Then the existence of an idempotent
element is expressible by a first order sentence. Since G and F satisfy the same
first order sentences, F has an idempotent element.
Now assume that A is a subalgebra of F with the finite carrier. By [8, Theorem
V.2.16], G elementarily embeds into some ultrapower FI/U . Thus there is an
idempotent element e in FI/U . Let f : F→ A be any homomorphism. Its existence
is guaranteed by the freeness of F. We have also a homomorphism f∗ : FI/U →
A
I/U given by t/U 7→ f(t)/U . Then f∗(e) is idempotent in AI/U . But the
finiteness of A yields that A and AI/U are isomorphic [8, Theorem IV.6.5]. Hence
A and F have an idempotent element. 
5. Discriminator varieties
The ternary operation on a set given by
disc(a, b, c) =
{
a if a 6= b
c if a = b
is called the discriminator operation. A variety V is a discriminator variety if it is
generated by a class K of algebras for which there is a term whose interpretation is
the discriminator operation in every member of K. The following facts reveals why
the results from Section 4 are applicable for discriminator varieties.
Proposition 5.1. Let V be a discriminator variety generated by a class K. Assume
that there is a term whose interpretation is the discriminator operation in every
member of K. Then
(1) V is ASC;
(2) V is semisimple;
(3) A nontrivial algebra from V is simple if and only if it belongs to SPU(K);
Proof. For (1) note that V has projective unification [7, Theorem 3.1] and this
yields ASC [13, Corollary 5.1]. For (2) and (3) see [8, Theorem IV.9.4] or [6,
Lemma 1.3]. 
A relevant fact about discriminator varieties is that if they are minimal (as
varieties) they are also minimal as quasivarieties. As far as we know the general
case is a new result. However, this was already proved in [5] under some fairly
general additional hypothesis. It includes the cases when the language is finite or
the variety is locally finite. Note also that in the locally finite case even congruence-
modularity yields that minimal varieties are minimal as quasivarieties [3, Corollary
13]. In [3, Examples 14 and 15] the reader may also find examples of minimal
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varieties which are not minimal as quasivarieties. One of them is locally finite and
another is an arithmetical variety.
In the proof we make use of Boolean products, and some of their properties. Let
us recall here that Boolean products are some special subdirect products. For the
precise definition of Boolean product and the proof of the fundamental theorem
below we refer the reader to e.g. [8, Theorem 9.4].
Theorem 5.2. Every algebra in a discriminator variety is a isomorphic with a
Boolean product of trivial and simple factors.
We shall also need the following preservation result.
Lemma 5.3 ([9, Lemma 9.3]). Boolean products preserve the satisfaction of prim-
itive positive sentences, i.e., sentences of the form (∃x¯) [
∧
pi(x¯)) ≈ qi(x¯)]. This
means that if such a sentence is true of every factor then it is true of the Boolean
product.
Proposition 5.4. If V is a minimal discriminator variety, then V is a minimal
quasivariety.
Proof. Let q be a quasi-identity and suppose that there is a nontrivial algebra A
from V satisfying q. Our aim is to show that V |= q. By [31, Theorem 2.4], we have
that there are terms s, t, u, v such that
V |= q ↔ [(∀x¯) s(x¯) ≈ t(x¯) ∨ (∀x¯)u(x¯) 6≈ v(x¯)] .
Since V is a minimal variety, either
V |= (∀x¯) s(x¯) ≈ t(x¯),
and then clearly V |= q, or the subvariety of V defined by (∀x¯) s(x¯) ≈ t(x¯) is trivial.
Thus in the latter case we have
A |= (∀x¯)u(x¯) 6≈ v(x¯).
In view of Theorem 5.2, we can suppose that A 6
∏
{Ai : i ∈ I} is a Boolean
product, where each Ai is simple or trivial. Now Lemma 5.3 yields that there
exists i ∈ I such that
Ai |= (∀x¯)u(x¯) 6≈ u(x¯).
Note that Ai is non-trivial and hence Ai is simple. Since V is a minimal variety it
is generated by Ai. Thus by (3) of Proposition 5.1, we have
VS ⊆ SPU(Ai),
where VS denotes the class of simple algebras in V . Hence
VS |= (∀x¯)u(x¯) 6≈ v(x¯)
since the satisfaction of (∀x¯) r(x¯) 6≈ s(x¯) is preserved by S and PU class operators.
Since it is also preserved by forming nontrivial subdirect products, Proposition 2.2
implies that
V − {trivial algebras} |= (∀x¯)u(x¯) 6≈ v(x¯).
This finally gives that V |= q. 
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Theorem 5.5. Let V be a discriminator variety. Then V is SC if and only if there
exists an elementary extension of F with an idempotent element or V is a minimal
(as a variety or quasivariety).
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.2, points (1) and (2) of Proposition 5.1 and Propo-
sition 5.4. 
The following corollary shows the advantage of dealing with ASC comparied to
SC. It is a quite common situation in algebraic logic when there is no idempotent
element in any extension of F.
Corollary 5.6. Let V be a discriminator variety. Assume that there are two dis-
tinct constants in F. Then V is SC if and only if it is minimal.
Proof. Indeed, an idempotent element, by the definition, is a one-element subalge-
bra. But the smallest subalgebra of F has at least two elements. 
Example 5.7. Let us consider the variety of two-dimensional (representable) cylin-
dric algebras (R)CA2 or the variety two-dimensional representable cylindric alge-
bras RCA2 [17]. It is known that it is a discriminator variety with continuum many
subvarieties [4, Theorem 4.2]. But is has only two minimal subvarieties [4, Corollary
7.5]. Thus, by Corollary 5.6 and Proposition 5.1 Point (1), there are continuum
many subvarieties of V which are ASC but are not SC.
Example 5.8. We have similar situation for relation algebras. (Representable)
relation algebras form a discriminator variety. It has exactly three minimal sub-
varieties [30]. There exists continuum many varieties of (representable) relation
algebras [20, Theorem 7.8]. All of them are ASC.
By imposing the same finiteness condition as in Corollary 4.3 we again obtain a
certain simplification.
Corollary 5.9. Let V be a discriminator variety. Assume that either the language
of V is finite or F has a finite subalgebra. Then V is SC if and only if F has an
idempotent element or V is a minimal variety.
Example 5.10. We will construct an SC discriminator variety V which is not
minimal (as a variety and hence also as a quasivariety) and its free algebras have
no idempotent element.
Let W be the variety in the language with denumerable many unary operations
fi, i ∈ N, defined by the identities
(∀x) fi(fj(x)) ≈ fj(fi(x))
(∀x) fi(fi(x)) ≈ fi(x)
for all i, j ∈ N. Let A be the algebra in W with the carrier A = {a, b} and such
that fi(a) = b for all i ∈ N. Let B be a free algebra forW of rank at least 1. Let us
expand the language of W by adding one ternary function symbol disc. Let Adisc
and Bdisc be the expansions of A and B respectively to the new language where
disc is interpreted as the discriminator operation. Let V be the variety generated by
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Adisc and Bdisc. Then V is a discriminator variety. Each free algebra for V does not
have any idempotent element since Bdisc does not. Also V is not minimal. In order
to see this note that B is simple and does not belong to S(A). Since A is finite,
SPU(A) = S(A). Then Proposition 5.1 Point (3) yields that Bdisc 6∈ V(Adisc).
But F has an ultrapower with an idempotent element, and hence is SC. To
see this let us take an element u ∈ F and consider a sequence u¯ in FN given by
i 7→ fi−1(fi−2(· · · f0(u) · · · )). Now if U is a non-principal ultrafilter over N, then
u¯/U is idempotent in FN/U .
Example 5.11. Here we will present a minimal discriminator V variety with a
countably algebra S which does not admit a homomorphism into F. Recall that
by Theorem 5.5, V is SC. Thus, by Theorem 3.2, every V-finitely presented algebra
admits a homomorphism into F.
Let A = (N, s, disc) be the algebra, with the set of natural numbers as its
carrier and with the successor and the discriminator operations on N as the basic
operations. Let V = V(A). By Proposition 5.1 point (3), every simple algebra in
V has a subalgebra isomorphic to A. Thus V is minimal and SC. For S we may
take a simple algebra (Z, s, disc) defined similarly as A but with the set of integers
as the carrier. Note that S is isomorphic to the subalgebra AN/U , where U is a
non-principal ultrafiler on N, generated by the identity function on N.
And indeed, the algebra S does not admit a homomorphism into any free algebra
for V . This fact follows from the simplicity of S, the lack of an idempotent element
in every free algebra G for V , and the following facts.
Claim. The operation s is injective in G. For every a ∈ G, there exist n ∈ N and
b ∈ G such that a = sn(b) and b 6∈ s(G).
Proof. Free algebras for V are isomorphic to subalgebras of powers of A. For
instance, F(1) is isomorphic to the subalgebra of AA generated by the identity
function on A. So it is enough to verify the property from the claim for G which
is a subalgebra of AI for some I.
The injectivity of s in G follows from the injectivity of s in A. Let n be the
smallest number k such that the function i 7→ a(i) − k, i ∈ I, belongs to G, and
take b : i 7→ a(i)− n for i ∈ I. 
6. Conclusion
We solved the SC vs ASC problem in the case of semisimple quasivarieties. In
particular, we obtained a characterization of SC discriminator varieties. Our results
shows that SC property may be very restrictive compared to ASC. It is a common
situation that for a discriminator variety the only SC subvarieties are minimal ones
while all of them are ASC. In our opinion, it shows the advantage of dealing with
ASC instead of SC.
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